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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 05/14/2023

Description 2023 Thor Quantum LC25, Thor Motor Coach Quantum LC Class C gas
motorhome LC25 highlights: Full Rear Bath Flip-Up Countertop Pantry Large Slide
Out Cab-Over Bunk You're going to love the amount of space in this coach thanks
to the large slide out. Here, you'll find the leatherette Dream Dinette and the sofa
with a Murphy bed for versatility. There is even a privacy curtain around the bed
so you can enjoy your own space at night. The full-equipped kitchen includes a
12V refrigerator, a microwave oven, plus a three burner cooktop with an oven and
glass cover for more counter space. This model also includes a 39" TV with a
swivel in the cab-over, plus a 32" TV across from the bed, and an optional 32"
exterior TV so you'll never go bored. If you'd rather have a Chevy chassis, you can
choose that option! Each Quantum LC Class C gas motorhome by Thor Motor
Coach features welded tubular aluminum roof and sidewall cage construction for
durability, plus a fiberglass front cap with a skylight and power shade to let
natural light in. There are also black framed windows, lighted rotocast storage
compartments, plus a sterling exterior with a graphics package you are sure love.
The interior is designed to make you feel at home with residential vinyl flooring,
pressed laminate countertops, and flat panel cabinet doors. All of your power
needs will be met with a 4.0 kW gas generator on board, plus a second auxiliary
house battery, and solar prep that includes a solar controller if you choose that
option. Don't let another day go by, choose a Quantum LC and start adventuring
today!
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 77150A
VIN Number: 1FDWE3FN7NDC41257
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 25
GVW: 12500
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 1

Item address , Jacksonville, Florida, United States
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